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September 23, 2013
Dr. Monty N. Weinstein
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Re:

A v. S
Colorado District Court

Dear Dr. Monty N. Weinstein:
Please let me take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks on my own
behalf, and on behalf of my client, for your able assistance in Colorado District
Court. As you know, Dad was facing an attempt (one of many) to limit his
parenting time with his children. The efforts brought and instigated by his former
wife included multiple police reports claiming violence, multiple accusations to
Colorado Child Services claiming abuse of the children, and multiple claims in
family court seeking to limit or terminate Dad’s relationship with the kids.
By everything I could see Dad is a fine father and his children love him
dearly. However, they were alienated over a period of years, to where it became
difficult for him to attend events, to enjoy weekends and vacation with them, and he
had been banned from the kids’ school. His oldest son was being torn in two, and
experiencing severe anxiety and emotional anguish. A target of these repeated
attacks, Dad was uncertain where to turn to get the help he needed.
You went “above and beyond” the requirements of this engagement. Thanks
to your persistent, diligent, and patient efforts, we were able to carefully document
and expose a pattern of alienation that had gone on for years. That we did so is
clear from the result. The judge’s language in the final order is unambiguous:
“Petitioner’s behavior and apparent attempt to terminate the children’s
relationship with the Respondent gives this Court great concern. Petitioner
has engaged in behavior that has a pervasive effect on the children’s ability
to freely express their love and affection for their father.”
You were also instrumental in revealing a chronic and malicious effort by the
children’s “therapist” (a former domestic violence advocate) that reinforced false
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notions of an abusive father. Finding that she “has been used by Petitioner as a
means to continue alienating the children from Respondent.” The judge further
concluded that she missed obvious signs that Mom had been coaching the children,
and prohibited all further contact with the children, as “it is clear that allowing
[her] to continue to be used as an instrument of alienation by Petitioner is
inappropriate.”
This case was particularly difficult given that to most other aspects, mother
appeared to be a model parent, whose children were well-behaved, and
accomplished in their education and achievements. It was only your patient
observation and investigation that allowed the knot to be unraveled. Your
dedication to this matter was evident, and even the court-appointed investigator
testified that he had never seen an expert spend so much time on a case as you did
on this one.
Without your vast experience, timely suggestions, persistent effort and
masterful guidance I am convinced that we could not have achieved this dramatic
and successful conclusion for our client.
Sincerely,

David Edward Oles, Esq.
GA Bar. # 551544

